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Microfiber Replacements
Disposables

Microfiber Replacements

Disposables

MDI Pro-Series nonwoven towels deliver the
cleaning performance of microfiber with the
cleanliness of disposables.
Microfiber towels are often placed
in a sanitizing solution to charge and
the same may be done with Pro-Series
disposables. They hold and release the
sanitizer so surfaces are fully saturated
and allow for the proper dwell time.
Pro-Series disposables are packaged in
plastic polybags to stay fresh and clean
prior to use. The convenient ¼-fold format
eliminates the need to fold towels upon
removal from sanitizing solutions.

The Pro-Series program offers
different material weights to ensure the
best product is chosen for each cleaning
protocol. While many end users gravitate
to the heavyweight ("Best") towel, tests
have shown that the lightest weight
("Good") towel is effective for many
applications at a lower cost.
Please contact MDI today to receive ProSeries test samples and experience their
functionality, convenience and value.

BEST

BETTER

GOOD

Pro-Towel®
Heavy Duty

Super Rag®

Super Rag® Universal

Part#

91126

93126

93142

Color

White

White

White

Size

12"x13"

12"x13"

12"x13"

Format

¼ folded
50 towels/polybag

¼ folded
50 towels/polybag

¼ folded
57 towels/polybag

Case
Count

200

500
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800-333-0900 | www.mdiwipers.com
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MDI's Pro-Series disposable towel
program is designed to help reduce the
risk of cross-contamination and Hospital
Acquired Infections (HAI) by providing
cleaning personnel with a fresh towel
for each housekeeping function or
environment. Because the towel is
discarded after use, it also eliminates the
burden and associated costs of collecting,
sorting and laundering microfibers.
An added benefit is the patient's
peace of mind when observing hospital
personnel completing a cleaning task
and discarding the soiled towel.
Pro-Series disposables are clothlike engineered towels. They are strong,
solvent resistant, low lint, durable and
can be used with a broad range of bleach,
quat and iodine based chemical cleaners
and sanitizing solutions.
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